Y10 GPS Supported ANT+ and BLE Sensors

This is the list for supported devices as of 17-Dec-2018. Each of these has been tested by Lezyne and checked for proper function.

**Ant+ (Super GPS, Micro C GPS, Micro GPS, Micro C Watch, Micro Watch)**

**Electronic Shifting**
- Shimano Di2 with Dfly
- SRAM eTap
- FSA K-FORCE WE
- Campagnolo EPS

**Power Meters**
- Powertap G3
- Powertap P1 Pedal (BTLE mode not supported)
- Quarq Power
- Stages Power
- Pioneer Power
- SRM Power
- Power2Max
- Rotor 2inpower (Advanced fields only in ANT+ mode)
- Cateye / 4iiii PRECISION
- Favero Assioma

**Speed**
- Sigma ANT+ Speed Transmitter (29513S)
- Bontrager Interchange Ant+ Speed Sensor (424633)
- Garmin magnet less Speed Sensor
- Wahoo RPM Speed

**Cadence**
- Sigma Ant+ Cadence Transmitter (29513S)
- Garmin magnet less Cadence Sensor
### Speed and Cadence
- Bontrager DuoTrap S
- Bontrager Interchange
- Wahoo Blue SC
- Garmin GSC10
- Giant RideSense (ANT+ Only)
- Giant RideSense (ANT+ / BLE)

### Heart Rate
- Bontrager Soft Strap Heart Rate Kit (SHRM1G)
- Garmin HRM2-SS
- Garmin HRM3
- Garmin HRM3-RUN
- Cateye HR11
- Sigma R1 ANT+
- Wahoo Tickr X
- Powertap Powercal

### Bluetooth Smart (BTLE) – All Y10 GPS and Watch

#### Power Meters
- Stages Power
- ROTOR ZinPower (No advanced fields in BLE mode)
- Cateye / 4iiii PRECISION

#### Speed and/or Cadence
- Lezyne Cadence Speed Flow
- Polar Speed Sensor and Cadence Sensor Kit
- Cateye ISC-12
- Bontrager DuoTrap S (437960)
- Wahoo Blue SC
- Wahoo RPM (Cadence only)
- Wahoo RPM Speed
- Giant RideSense (ANT+ / BLE)
Heart Rate
Lezyne Heart Rate Flow
Cateye HR-12
Polar H7
Polar H10
Tacx T1994
Suunto Smart Sensor
Kinetic HRM-BLE
Wahoo Tickr

Android Compatibility (Android 5.0 and newer)
Most models shipped with Android 5.0+

iOS Compatibility (iOS 8.4 and newer)
iPhone 5 and newer
iPad 3+